
 
• What comes into your mind when you hear the word ‘inequality’? As an everyday word, it can serve as a synonym for ‘difference’: there is inequality in the way some people have more 
      money than others, for example, either because of higher wages (income) or because of greater wealth (property and other assets). Some kinds of inequality are also types of injustice: 
      for example, if a man is paid more than a woman for doing exactly the same work.

• Social and economic inequalities (and injustices) usually have a spatial dimension too. Geographers study how inequalities between people result in inequalities between and within 
      places. 

• Also, inequalities between places (such as differences in climate, accessibility or the availability of key natural resources) may be an initial cause of inequality between different groups of 
      people. In other words, spatial inequality can be both a cause and effect of social inequality.

• Measuring inequality can be a challenge, not least because there are so many different ways of trying to quantify the differences which arise between people and places. Which 
      characteristics of places (and the people who live there) will best serve as valid measures of spatial inequality? You will doubtless already be familiar with some key indicators of inequality, 
      including gross domestic product (GDP) per person, national human development index (HDI) rankings or life expectancy data.  

• But there is far more to inequality than differences in wealth and health. We can also measure inequality in the extent to which people’s human rights are protected in different places. 
      For example, The Black Lives Matter movement has drawn attention to persisting racial inequalities and injustices in our societies and cities. 

• Remember also that there are many ways in which physical inequalities between places can be measured and mapped – for example, the length of the growing season, water availability 
      or access to a coastline (which some countries lack). 

• Geographers want to understand and map inequalities at different scales. When investigating a country’s geography of inequalities, two key questions to ask are:
           
            1.    To what extent does income, wealth and opportunity vary between different cities or regions within a country, for example between Cardiff and Swansea?
            2.   To what extent do economic and social opportunities vary among people and local places within a city or region? For example, how significantly does income, wealth and 
                  opportunity vary between different communities and neighbourhoods within Cardiff?  

• The concept of inequality is linked in important ways with some of the other specialised concepts you study as part of A-level Geography. For example, real or perceived increases in 
      inequality are a key reason why political challenges to globalisation have grown stronger in recent years. In particular, many US citizens who voted for Donald Trump in 2016 and 2020 
      may believe that the benefits of globalisation have been unequally and unfairly shared between themselves and people in China.
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Thinking like a geographer about… INEQUALITY 
Issues for analysis and evaluation

1. Why are some local places richer than other local places? What different kinds of factor could 
help explain such inequality?

2. What are the most useful and trustworthy measures of inequality between different places, 
and why?

 
How far do you agree with the following statements?

• ‘The UK government should do more to eradicate inequalities between people and places.’ 
• ‘We should be more worried about local inequality than about global inequality.’
• ‘The concept of inequality has little value for physical geographers.’

Concept connections

Changing places
Economic and social inequalities exist both within and between places. Changes 
over time can increase or decrease these inequalities. 
Global governance
One view is that globalisation, migration flows and global governance have 
increased inequalities and injustices for countries and their communities. 
Another view is that inequalities have narrowed as a result, thanks to global 
growth and development. 
Changing landscapes 
There are inequalities in the way some coastlines gain beach sediment while 
others suffer losses due to longshore drift. These gains and losses affect people’s 
homes and incomes.  
Water and carbon cycles
Both globally and locally, there are great inequalities in water availability. 


